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What are IBORs?

• Interbank offered rates
• Average of the rates at which certain banks believe that they

could borrow money in the interbank market on an unsecured
basis for given tenors in a given currency
• Not based upon actual transactions
• Forward looking (so include a view on future interest rates)
• Reflect interbank credit risk and term/liquidity premium
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What are RFRs?

• Rate of return on hypothetical investment with no (minimal)
risk of loss
• Based on overnight lending rates and sometimes secured
(therefore reduced credit risk premium element)
• No “term” element (therefore no term premium element)
• Based on historic transaction data rather than future
expectations
• Developed on a currency-by-currency basis with no common
methodology
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Comparison of key RFRs
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IBOR

To be discontinued

Replacement

Secured

USD LIBOR

Yes

SOFR

Yes

GBP LIBOR

Yes

SONIA

No

EUR LIBOR

Yes

€STR

No

CHF LIBOR

Yes

SARON

Yes

JPY LIBOR

Yes

TONA

No

EURIBOR

No – new
administrator

N/A

N/A

TIBOR

No

N/A

N/A

EONIA

Yes

€STR + Spread (8.5bp)

No

Spreads between IBORs and RFRs
• RFRs will invariably be lower than
relevant IBOR
• Illustrated through LIBOR-OIS
basis for GBP which shows the
difference between IBOR for
particular tenor and fixed rate of
OIS of same tenor
• Captures credit risk and term
premium
• This spread must be accounted for
when substituting an RFR for an
IBOR
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LIBOR-OIS
Spread

Challenges

• Different RFRs will be published at different times in different
time zones
• Markets in RFR products in different currencies are developing
at different paces – eg SONIA bonds and futures vs SOFR bonds
and futures
• Market switches are likely to occur at different times in
different currencies
• Spread adjustments will be different for each currency
• Market calculation methodologies may differ by product
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Term rates derived from RFRs
• Possible to derive forward-looking term rates based upon RFRs

• Term SONIA:
– ICE Benchmark Administration and FTSE Russell developing
methodologies for creating “term SONIA”
– Uses SONIA futures and/or overnight indexed swap
transaction and central limit order book data to create yield
curve model
• Similar methodologies being developed for other currencies
(e.g., ICE Bank Yield Index for SOFR)
• UK Regulators strongly consider these should only be used to
maintain legacy instruments and not for origination of new
instruments
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Derivatives

Edward Miller, Partner, Derivatives and Structured
Finance, Fieldfisher
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ISDA Workstreams
• Fallbacks in 2006 ISDA Definitions are not suitable to address
permanent discontinuance of an index (so any IBOR)

• ISDA Benchmark Supplement contains a waterfall of fallbacks
and includes permanent cessation of an index
• Updates to 2006 ISDA Definitions (expected late 2019) will
create a “synthetic” IBOR by:
– Deriving a term rate from appropriate RFR to act as a “base
rate” – which will be the trading standard for new
transactions
– Determining a spread adjustment to add back the credit risk
and term premium when switching from a IBOR to an RFR
• Separate workstream from entirely new version of 2006
Definitions (also scheduled for 2019)
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ISDA Benchmarks Supplement: Interest rate fallbacks
(= public
statement by
administrator/
supervisor that
index will cease
and no successor)

Index Cessation
Event (not
material change)

Administrator /
Benchmark Event

Y
(these will, via
amended or
supplemented
2006 Defs.,
supersede
Alternative
Continuations
Fall-backs)

Y

Priority Fall-backs

(= cessation of
authorisation /
registration /
recognition or
rejection of
application)

N
Y
Apply fall-back

Alternative Continuation
Fall-back
N

No fault termination (by
ref. to last published
value?)
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Y

Apply fall-back

ISDA Calculation Methodology
• Compounded setting in arrears rate (observation period is the
calculation period)
• Calculated by compounding actual RFR realised over the
calculation period on a daily basis
• Reflects actual movements in the RFR over the period
• Relatively simple to compute and understand
• Final interest rate is not available until end of the
calculation period
• Not compatible with derivatives that set and pay out in
advance (e.g., FRAs)
• Actual movements in the RFR may not reflect prior
expectations of interest rate movements
• Spread applies after compounding – i.e. there is no
compounding of the spread
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ISDA Spread Adjustment
• Historical mean/median approach is now favoured
– Calculated by taking mean or median spot spread between
IBOR and adjusted RFR over long, static lookback period (510 years)
– The effect of market distortions is minimised due to longterm lookback
– Unlikely to be present value neutral (ie there will be basis
between the ISDA spread adjustment and the spot spread
on any day)
• The ISDA Spread Adjustment is one rate determined for
cessation (or possibly pre-cessation) and/but parties can trade
out manually before then
• There is a risk of the spot spread widening close to cessation as
the IBOR market may become thin/illiquid
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Other issues

• BCBS / IOSCO statement on 5 March 2019

– Amendments to legacy transactions to account for IBOR
discontinuance are not a lifecycle event for uncleared
margin rules
– However not binding and no mention of clearing obligation
• Pre-cessation triggers are still under discussion
• Trading venues and CCPs are being asked to consider RFRlinked products specifically for hedging loans (e.g. IRS with
floating rate leg)
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Loans
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The transition to RFRs is a large upheaval to the lending
market

• Requirements:

- Better industry co-ordination; and
- Robust transition programme

• Loans are in a unique position due to:
(1) Systems and Documentation;
(2) Interaction with other markets;
(3) Repapering challenge; and
(4) regulatory/market conduct position
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Systems and Documentation

• A strong preference for forward looking rates and
backward-looking calculations do not fit the systems
• Multi-currency and different maturities raise same
challenges as for other markets
• Nature of documentation means specific challenges
• Role of trade associations in the lending markets
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Interaction with other markets

• Important interaction with derivatives and securities markets
• Desire to minimise basis risk and loan hedging is under the
spotlight
• Lenders are often intermediating between borrowers and
derivatives/cash markets
• Basis risk due to different RFR transition programmes across
product types
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Repapering challenge

• On repapering (and loans being documented now) how far to
hardwire?
• US and European approaches compared
• Competing interests of borrower and lenders and economic
value transfers
• Scalability including data and digitisation
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Regulatory/market conduct position

• Different from other asset classes
• Tensions with EU Benchmarks Regulation which for the most
part does not cover loans
• IBOR transition arrangements now spread into general market
conduct requirements
• Need for better industry co-ordination and robust transition
programmes
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FRNs and Asset Backed Securities

Mark Dwyer
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IBOR reform and impact on Securities
• Large part of the legacy problem relates to use of IBORs in
floating rate securities (eg FRNs) - often issued by financial
institutions as part of managing their matched funding book
• Uniquely challenging aspect of dealing with IBOR replacement
for securities is that they are widely held and not easy to
amend – voting thresholds for interest rate amendments can be
75%, 90% or 100% depending on deal
• As they are often not bilateral arrangements and holders are
often not known, amendments are not an easy option
• The first priority of the market has been to stop adding to the
legacy problem
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New issues (1)
• SONIA and SOFR have been used in capital markets transactions
since summer 2018

– June 2018 - European Investment Bank - £1 billion SONIAlinked bond with Lloyds Banking Group, Santander and the
World Bank following in September
– July 2018 - Fannie Mae (the US mortgage finance agency) US$6 billion SOFR-linked notes with the World Bank, Credit
Suisse and MetLife Inc. following in August
• Asset backed market followed in Spring 2019
• Documentation now should deal with rate replacement
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New issues (2)
• US Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC) non-binding
guiding principles for drafting LIBOR fallback language
– usage of successor rates
– spread adjustments

– trigger events
– encourage consistency of terms and conditions across asset
classes and jurisdictions
• Now largely supplanted LIBOR for sterling and for US dollar
floating rate notes
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Dealing with legacy issues
• What happens to an existing deal depends on documentation
– fallback language for rate discontinuation
– fallback to the last available rate (in effect turning
transactions into fixed rate transactions)

• Liability management exercises likely to be necessary for
floating rate long-dated debt
– Consent solicitations – first one by Associated British Ports
in June 2019
– Difficulty with bilateral spread adjustment
negotiations on a series by series basis
– Use of call options where available
– Tender offers and exchange offers
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Asset Backed Securities (1)
• The issues are often much more complex on asset backed
securities as the cash flows flow through from the underlying
assets (eg LIBOR or EURIBOR linked underlying loans)
• There are often complex hedges in place to facilitate the cash
flows
• This makes agreeing amendments more complex than on
'straight' floating rate notes
• Deals often have multiple classses of Notes and consents will be
needed from each affected class
• With SPV structures, all costs borne by the structure so likely to
cause losses for lowest class unless sponsor / originator funds
for IR reasons
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Asset Backed Securities (2)
• ABS deals have typically moved to amendment language to
facilitate changes to the rates if required in the context of
securitisation transactions by means of ‘negative consent’
involving the bond trustee
• Many new deals on the note side have moved to replacement
rates – eg sterling deals typically on a quarterly compounded
SONIA with a 5 day lag to enable calculation and payment
• New deals often give swap providers ability to force
amendments to underlying base rates applied to loans to
ensure pass through works
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A new risk-free reference rate in Danish kroner

Jakob Legård Jakobsen
Executive Director, Regulation, Finance Denmark
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How did it all begin? Not just in Denmark but everywhere
Introduction

• The FSB started its work on reforming IBORs in response both
to:
• Cases of attempted manipulation
• The decline in liquidity in key interbank unsecured funding
markets.
• In 2014, the FSB set out recommendations to reform major
interest rate benchmarks, such as key IBORs:

How did it all begin? Not just in Denmark but everywhere
Introduction

• IBORs: Although LIBOR has been strengthened, authorities
have warned that publication of LIBOR may cease once official
sector support for the benchmark is withdrawn at end-2021.
• Alternative reference rates: In the markets which face the
disappearance of IBORs there needs to be an orderly transition
to new reference rates (RFR) that are sufficiently robust for
such extensive use.
• Enhancing contractual robustness: Work must be done on the
important task of strengthening contractual robustness to the
risk of discontinuation of major interest-rate benchmarks.

An Introduction to Finans Denmarks Work
Introduction

• Finance Denmark and the Money Market Committee have
mandated a working group to develop a new risk-free reference
rate in Danish kroner.
• The working group was established to identify and recommend
risk-free reference rates that could serve as a basis for a
supplement to the current benchmarks used in the Danish
kroner market.

• Developing a new risk-free reference rate in Danish kroner
requires sufficient and broad based turnover on a daily basis.
• The annual Money Market Survey indicates slightly higher
transaction volumes in the unsecured overnight market
compared with the secured overnight market. Therefore the
focus has been on the unsecured overnight market.

….an Introduction to Finans Denmarks Work
Introduction

• Nationalbanken did the data analysis
• 8 reporting banks – 7 reporting to T/N fixing + Svenska
Handelsbanken

• We went through segments of the money market:
• Repos – risk free rate, but doesn’t comply with the IOSCOprinciples
• F/X swaps – forwards, decent turnover but pricing via USD or
EUR
• Deposit – unsecured O/N, T/N – almost a risk free rate.
• Conclusion: Proceed with deposit and include other financial
institutions (credit institutions, insurance companies and
pension funds)

Turnover in the unsecured money market segments since
2015

Interbank turnover in the O/N and T/N markets since 2007

Share of daily turnover provided by the biggest contributor

Summary of indicators on turnover and concentration

=> The working group finds O/N deposits to be a suitable
candidate for a new risk-free reference rate. The daily turnover
is deemed sufficient and well-distributed among reporting
banks.

Calculation methodology for the new risk-free reference
rate
• The working group proposes to use a similar calculation
methodology as ECB. It will be performed in four steps in line
with the ECB procedure:
• Sort the transactions from highest to lowest rate

• Aggregate the transactions occurring at each level
• Trim x per cent of the volume with the lowest rate and x per
cent with the highest rate

• Calculate the volume-weighted mean of the remaining center
of the distribution.

Reference rates based on O/N-deposits with different
trimming levels

=> The working group recommends a trimming level of 12.5 per
cent as this provides slightly more stability to the reference rate
(less volatility in the most recent data period)

Comparison of O/N deposit RFR (12,5% trimming) and the
official T/N rate vis-a-vis €STR and EONIA

Contingency Procedure
•Contingency
Accordingprocedure
to the IOSCO principles a reference rate should
include a contingency procedure in case of insufficient or
unreliable data.
• Hence, the reference rate should be based on current market
transactions as long as they are expected to be a credible
reflection of the underlying market.
• If the transaction volume is above the turnover threshold the
contingency procedure is not activated.
• If the transaction volume is below the turnover threshold the
contingency procedure is
• Not activated if the distribution of turnover is below the
concentration limit
• Activated if the distribution of turnover is above the
concentration limit

Contingency Procedure (continued)
Contingency procedure

• Given the current market conditions the working group
recommends a turnover threshold of DKK 2 billion and a
concentration limit of 75 per cent.
• This strikes a balance between making the rate resilient to
idiosyncratic factors and not triggering the contingency
procedure too often.

Number of days where the contingency procedure is
activated, 2015 - 2018

Contingency calculation methodology
• The working group finds that the best contingency procedure for
the Danish market is the one also used by BoE for SONIA.
• The working group suggests that the reference rate on days where
the contingency procedure is activated will be defined as:
• The level of central bank rate plus the mean of the spread of the
reference rate to the central bank rate over the previous five
publication days, excluding the days with the highest and lowest
spread to the central bank rate.
• The central bank rate is defined as the average of the Certificates
of deposit rate and the Lending rate of Danmarks Nationalbank.
• 𝑪𝑶𝑩𝑹𝑨𝒕 = 𝑪𝒔𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒅,𝒕 + 𝟎, 𝟓 ∗ 𝑪𝑫 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆 + 𝑳𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒕 ,

– where Cspread,t is the average spread between COBRA and the policy
rate over the last five days (calculated without min and max spread).

Conclusion – RFR versus TN Fixing
RFR

TN Fixing

• J
Product

Unsecured
deposit O/N

Usecured loans
T/N

Counterparties

Interbank and
other financial
institutions

Interbank

Reporting
banks

8 banks

7 banks

The interest
rate is based
on:

Only transactions

Administrator

GRSS

Nasdaq

Publication

T+1

T+0

Go live

To be
determined –
but 2020 Q1 is
realistic

Exists already

Lower day-to-day fixings - 11-12 bp
• Deposit versus loans
• Trimming

RFR – more stable due to trimming and
bigger turnover
Less seasonal fluctuations

Transactions and
expert judgement

The RFR complies with the IOSCO
principals for benchmarks
RFR is based on the same
principals/methods as other alternative
rates – “€STR with a Danish touch”.
What happens from here?

Liquidity in rates derivatives, longer-term perspective

•

We expect that
liquidity in interest rate
derivative markets will
in the future be OISbased, ie directly linked
to the overnight RFRs.

Andrew Bailey, Chief Executive of the Financial
Conduct Authority, regulator of Libor: “Interest rate
benchmarks reform: transition to a world without
LIBOR”, speech at Bloomberg, London , 12 July 2018

Wrapping up

ANY QUESTIONS?

Questions ?

17 October
2019
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